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ABSTRACT:
Hearing aids are commonly fit with ear canals partially or fully open—a condition that increases the risk of acoustic

feedback. Feedback limits the audiometric fitting range of devices by limiting usable gain. To guide clinical decision

making and device selection, we developed the Peak Height Insertion Gain (PHIG) method to detect feedback spikes

in the short-term insertion gain derived from audio recordings. Using a manikin, 145 audio recordings of a speech

signal were obtained from seven hearing aids. Each hearing aid was programmed for a moderate high-frequency

hearing loss with systematic variations in frequency response, gain, and feedback suppression; this created audio

recordings that varied the presence and strength of feedback. Using subjective ratings from 13 expert judges, the

presence of feedback was determined and then classified according to its temporal and tonal qualities. These classifi-

cations were used to optimize parameters for two versions of the PHIG method based on global and local analyses.

When specificity was fixed at 0.95, the sensitivity of the global analysis was 0.86 and increased to 0.95 when com-

bined with the local analysis. Without compromising performance, a clinically expedient version of the PHIG

method can be obtained using only a single measurement. VC 2021 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic feedback occurs when the amplified sound

from a hearing aid returns to the microphone and is subse-

quently re-amplified. If this process continues, the output of

the amplifier continues to increase until the saturation level

of the hearing aid is reached. High-intensity acoustic feed-

back is often described as a squealing, whistling, screeching,

or howling sound that may cause a patient to experience dis-

comfort and/or embarrassment. For these reasons, acoustic

feedback can be a limiting factor that influences the style,

technology level, and/or model of hearing aid that a clini-

cian recommends for a patient. Therefore, it is important to

develop a quick and simple method for detecting feedback

that can be used in a clinical setting as well as in a formal,

standardized technical specification. The purpose of this

paper is to describe and evaluate a non-intrusive, objective

measure for detecting the presence of acoustic feedback in

signals amplified by a hearing aid.

A. Acoustic feedback characteristics

Acoustic features that indicate the presence of feedback

are a by-product of the conditions that create it. As

described by MacIntosh and Cornelisse (2018), the condi-

tions for feedback depend on how the amplitudes and phases

of the frequency components in the input signal from the

sound source and the output signal from the hearing aid

interact at the location of the microphone. The amplitude of

the output signal when it returns to the microphone is deter-

mined by the gain of the feedforward path and the attenua-

tion of the feedback path. The gain of the feedforward path

includes the gain provided by the hearing aid and the gain

provided by the ear canal resonance characteristics; these

two combine to form the real-ear aided gain. The attenuation

of the feedback path is determined by how much the physi-

cal fit of the hearing aid blocks the acoustic path from the

ear canal to the hearing aid microphone. When the output

signal returns to the microphone, its phase is determined by

the time it takes for the input signal to be digitally processed

and amplified by the hearing aid combined with the propa-

gation time along the feedback path. Frequencies with peri-

ods that are integer multiples of this delay time will add in

phase while intermediate frequencies will add out of phase.

As the gain of the input signal through the feedforward path

from the microphone to the ear canal begins to approximate

the attenuation of the output signal through the feedback

path, this alternating pattern of constructive and destructive

interference can create a rippled frequency response in the

amplified signal.

The amount of interaction between the input and output

signals influences the acoustic characteristics; hence, the

perceptual attributes, of the feedback. Based on the amounta)Electronic mail: alexan14@Purdue.edu, ORCID: 0000-0002-4292-7109.
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of interaction between these signals, MacIntosh and

Cornelisse (2018) have identified three categories of feedback.

Two of these categories have been historically labeled “sub-

oscillatory” and “oscillatory” (e.g., Cox, 1982; Agnew, 1996).

These terms refer to the cyclical re-amplification of the feed-

back signal when the amplitude of the in-phase output signal

exceeds the amplitude of the input signal. In other words,

oscillatory feedback occurs when the real-ear aided gain

exceeds the attenuation of the feedback path. “Audible

feedback” and “tonal feedback” are synonymous with oscilla-

tory feedback because the hearing aid output is dominated by

feedback at one or more discrete frequencies. This type of

feedback is often observable as narrow peaks or spikes in the

output signal spectrum; hence, these frequencies are some-

times referred to as “feedback spikes”.

MacIntosh and Cornelisse (2018) also identify an

“intermittent” feedback category, which occurs when the

real-ear aided gain is very close to the attenuation of the

feedback path. In this scenario, there are brief moments

when oscillatory feedback is heard as “chirps” or “squeaks”

due to changes in the feedback path, such as reflective

objects that re-direct the sound escaping from the ear canal

back to the hearing aid microphone. Feedback can be prob-

lematic even if it is not audible. Sub-oscillatory feedback

occurs when the real-ear aided gain is a few dB less than the

attenuation of the feedback path. In this scenario, the ampli-

tudes of the in-phase and out-of-phase frequency compo-

nents of the output signal at the microphone are high enough

to interact with the input signal, resulting in a rippled fre-

quency response. Sub-oscillatory feedback may be subtle

and affect only the timbre and perceived sound quality, or it

might cause a noticeable “ringing” or “echo” in the output

that can degrade speech intelligibility (Agnew, 1996).

In summary, acoustic feedback occurs only at frequen-

cies in the output signal that are in phase with the direct

sound source and only when the real-ear aided gain of these

frequencies exceeds the attenuation of the propagation path

from the ear canal to the microphone. Consequently, various

digital feedback management techniques have been devel-

oped over the years that attempt to eliminate feedback by

altering the gain, frequency, and/or phase of the output in an

attempt to decorrelate it with the input. While a means to

characterize the efficacy of these techniques is the subject of

the method discussed here, an in-depth discussion of the

techniques is outside the scope of this paper (see Chung,

2004 for a review).

B. Non-intrusive, objective methods of feedback
detection

Clinically, audiologists must make many decisions

when selecting a hearing aid for their patients, such as

brand, technology level, style, receiver power, and many

advanced processing features. With open fittings, the ability

to provide the prescribed gain without feedback is an espe-

cially important consideration. Every manufacturer has

feedback management algorithms that attempt to prevent or

minimize feedback; however, objective specifications about

their effectiveness are lacking. Often, the only information

provided to audiologists consists of shaded audiograms for

each product that show the fitting range, which may be used

to determine the appropriate product and/or receiver

strength for the patient. But, again, there is little to no infor-

mation given as to how these fitting ranges are derived.

Audiometric limits of the fitting range for a particular

hearing aid can be inferred by quantifying the maximum sta-

ble gain before feedback. Several studies have used human

listeners to subjectively determine when a hearing aid goes

into feedback as gain is increased (e.g., Ricketts et al., 2008;

Marcum and Ricketts, 2011). However, to develop a stan-

dardized procedure for quantifying maximum stable gain

using a manikin, it is necessary to have an objective method

for determining feedback using realistic signals, hearing aid

settings, and coupling to the ear. Furthermore, it is desirable

if the objective method can be applied in situ in the

clinic with existing probe microphone equipment because,

as noted by Ricketts et al. (2008), there are likely to be

differences—not only between manikin and human ears, but

also between individuals due to differences in: (1) how

much sound leaks out of the ear (e.g., due to the coupling of

the eartip or earmold in the ear canal); (2) the level of the

signal in the ear canal (e.g., due to ear canal impedance and/

or geometry); (3) the level of the leaked output signal to the

microphone (e.g., due to reflective surfaces). For the objec-

tive method to be clinically feasible, it needs to be non-

intrusive, which means that it only needs the hearing aid

output signal to determine whether the patient is at risk of

experiencing oscillatory or sub-oscillatory feedback.

Additionally, a feedback-free reference signal, which can be

readily determined for a known system, is not available for

comparison in this situation. This reference would indicate

what the output signal should be in the absence of feedback

after the input is amplified by the same gain function and

acted on by the nonlinear processing in the hearing aid.

Investigators using objective methods of feedback

detection who do not have access to the input signal at the

microphone’s location must treat the hearing aid as an

unknown system (Spriet et al., 2010; Madhu et al., 2011).

To simplify the treatment of the hearing aid as an unknown

system, users of previous methods for detecting the presence

of feedback in the hearing aid output have had to make com-

promises, they: (1) used stationary input signals; (2) made

assumptions about the hearing aid processing; (3) pro-

grammed the hearing aid in a way that does not represent

how a patient would typically use it; and/or (4) developed a

procedure for estimating a feedback-free reference signal

from a measurement implemented as a type of requisite ref-

erence gain. Table I provides a comparison of the key fea-

tures of the different methods that have been proposed over

the years. For reference, the PHIG method, which is the

focus of this paper, is provided in the last row.

The method of feedback detection proposed by Merks

and colleagues (Merks et al., 2006; Merks, 2010) compares

three measurements of the impulse response for a white noise

stimulus at different gain settings. The first measurement is
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obtained with the hearing aid in the ear but muted or turned

off; that is, the real-ear occluded response (REOR). The other

two measurements are of the real-ear aided responses

(REARs) obtained with the hearing aid gain set low enough

so that the output is free from feedback and with the gain set

high enough to possibly induce feedback. The impulse

response from the REOR is then subtracted from the impulse

responses from the two REARs to create two modified

impulse responses. The modified impulse response of the

low-gain, feedback-free measurement is scaled by the gain

difference between the two REARs to create a reference sig-

nal. The reference signal is the response that would be

expected if the same high-gain settings were applied to the

input signal but without feedback. Next, the reference signal

is subtracted from the modified impulse response of the high-

gain measurement, which is then used to estimate the time

segments of the high-gain output signal associated with the

acoustic leakage of the fitting, the hearing aid amplification,

and the feedback. These time segments are converted back

into the frequency domain to compute a gain margin. The

caveats with this method are that the input signal needs to be

stationary and spectrally flat and the hearing aid processing

must be entirely linear, including the gain; otherwise, the ref-

erence signal will not be an accurate estimate of the

feedback-free, high-gain output.

The method of feedback detection proposed by Shin

et al. (2007), the Transfer Function Variation Criterion

(TVC) is conceptually similar to the method proposed by

Merks (2010), except that it operates in the frequency

domain. The TVC uses a Wiener filter to estimate the trans-

fer function of the hearing aid by comparing the output sig-

nal to a white noise input signal. It is similar to Merks’

method because it compares the transfer function of the

hearing aid when in a state of possible feedback to the trans-

fer function when it is in a known stable state. Just as with

Merks’ method, the transfer function in the stable state is

scaled by the gain difference between the two hearing aid

settings; therefore, an accurate estimate of the feedback-

free, high-gain transfer function requires the hearing aid to

be completely linear. Furthermore, to control error between

measurements, they are conducted with the hearing aid con-

nected to a 2 cm3 coupler in a test box. A unique aspect of

the TVC is that it measures the spectral ripple caused by the

alternating pattern of constructive and destructive interfer-

ence of the input signal by the feedback signal. Therefore, it

is reportedly sensitive to the effects of sub-oscillatory feed-

back. More specifically, the TVC is the maximum peak or

valley of the spectral ripple across frequency. TVC values

that are greater than or equal to 5 dB and less than 10 dB

indicate that the hearing aid is likely in a sub-oscillatory

feedback state. TVC values that are greater than 10 dB indi-

cate that the hearing aid is likely in an unstable/oscillatory

feedback state.

The method of feedback detection proposed by Freed

and Soli (2006), the Power Concentration Ratio (PCR), dif-

fers from the other two methods in that it operates only on

the output signal from the hearing aid and does not rely on a

reference signal for comparison. This feature offers at least

three advantages: (1) only one measurement needs to be

made; (2) it does not require linear processing in the hearing

aid; and (3) it is computationally simple. To compute the

PCR, the five frequency bins with the highest power are

identified from a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the hear-

ing aid output, then the ratio of their combined power to the

total power of the output is calculated. One caveat with this

method is that it uses a white noise input signal—which is

spectrally flat and stationary—so that spectral peaks in the

input are not confounded with the spectral peaks associated

with oscillatory feedback. Also, since a white noise test sig-

nal is the most favorable input signal for getting adaptive

feedback cancellation to converge to an accurate model of

the feedback path, this test signal would be one of the least

challenging for performing such testing. Finally, in addition

to the limited real-world applicability associated with using

TABLE I. A summary of different methods that have been proposed for objectively detecting acoustic feedback in hearing aids. (See the text for citations of

the authors.) The last row refers to the method that is being proposed in this paper.

Authors Method Input signals

Requisite hearing aid

settings

Requisite reference

gain

Perceptual basis of

method Notes

Merks et al. (2006);

Merks (2010)

Impulse response White noise No nonlinear ele-

ments, including gain

Lower gain setting

that is feedback-free

Informal testing by

authors

Shin et al. (2007) Transfer Function

Variation Criterion

(TVC)

White noise No nonlinear ele-

ments, including gain

Lower gain setting

that is feedback-free

Informal listening by

authors to set TVC for

feedback categories

Performed using a 2

cc coupler in a test-

box

Freed and Soli (2006) Power Concentration

Ratio (PCR)

White noise Disable noise

reduction

None Informal listening by

authors to set PCR

threshold

Spriet et al.
(2008; 2009; 2010);

Madhu et al. (2011)

Modified TVC and

PCR, others

Any None Same gain setting but

with an occluded

fitting

None Requires estimate of

environment / internal

noise

Proposed method Peak Height Insertion

Gain (PHIG)

Any None None 13 expert judges A single open-ear

response is used for

insertion gain
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white noise for an input signal, noise reduction features

need to be disabled to prevent them from reducing the gain

of the test signal.

Spriet and colleagues (Spriet et al., 2008, 2009, 2010;

Madhu et al., 2011) proposed several variants of the TVC

and PCR methods to overcome limitations associated with

the need to use a white noise input signal and the need to

program the hearing aid with completely linear processing.

The primary way they could circumvent these restrictions

was to develop a new approach for estimating a feedback-

free reference signal. Instead of relying on gain reduction to

eliminate feedback, they changed from an open fitting for

the test signal to an occluded fitting for the reference signal.

Then, they applied a filter to the occluded measurement,

after accounting for the REOR, to compensate for the differ-

ence in the frequency response when going from the open to

the occluded fitting. This way, the hearing aid could have

identical settings for the test and reference measurements,

thereby eliminating the need for linear hearing aid process-

ing or a specific input signal.

Another modification to the TVC and PCR methods

introduced by Spriet and colleagues (Spriet et al., 2008,

2009, 2010; Madhu et al., 2011) is that they used a time-

segmented analysis; instead of averaging across time, they

examined the TVC and PCR in individual time-frequency

bins. First, only time-frequency bins that exceed the envi-

ronmental and internal hearing aid noise by 10 dB are con-

sidered for further analysis. Then, the TVC is computed as a

function of time by finding the largest difference between

transfer functions across frequency at each time segment.

The threshold for instability is increased from 5 dB (Shin

et al., 2007) to 20 dB, presumably due to short-time analysis

leading to more “noise” in the test signals free from audible

feedback, that is, spurious fluctuations that otherwise would

be averaged out over time. One limitation with this method

is that the exact frequencies responsible for the feedback

cannot be identified when TVC is expressed as a function of

time. The modified PCR method dovetails from the TVC

method. First, only time-frequency bins where the differ-

ence between transfer functions exceeds 6 dB are considered

for further analysis to help minimize errors associated with

non-stationary input signals, such as speech. Then, the PCR

of the test signal is computed as a function of time after tak-

ing into account the PCR of the reference signal, which

could contain spectral peaks that originate from the input

signal and/or hearing aid processing. One major disadvan-

tage of the methods proposed by Spriet and colleagues

(Spriet et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Madhu et al., 2011) is the

complexity due to the need to make additional measure-

ments for the reference signal and environmental/internal

noise and the need to derive a compensation filter.

From the literature review and summary in Table I, it is

clear that previous methods are limited because they have: (1)

restrictions on the type of input signal that can be used for test-

ing; (2) restrictions on the signal processing in the hearing aid;

and/or (3) complexity due to additional measurements and

computational modeling. Despite these limitations, the

primary concern for implementing them in clinical practice or

a standardized technical specification is that none of them

have been established using formal listening studies done with

a group of trained, independent, expert judges/listeners. That

is, criteria have been established informally for measurement

values that specify when a hearing aid is in oscillatory feed-

back and some for when a hearing aid is in sub-oscillatory

feedback. Furthermore, there is no indication that the parame-

ters used for signal analysis—such as the sampling rate, the

FFT length, and the resultant frequency bin width—were

based on an optimization procedure.

On the other hand, the Peak Height Insertion Gain

(PHIG) method presented herein for detecting feedback: (1)

is computationally simple, (2) has been developed using an

optimization procedure, and (3) can be applied using realis-

tic signals and realistic use conditions. The PHIG method is

designed to find peaks in the output signal after accounting

for the frequency-shaping of a speech signal provided by the

open ear. It is desirable to remove the open-ear filter proper-

ties from the analysis because peaks in the real-ear aided

gain (REAG) can create or enhance peaks in a feedback-free

signal, and valleys in the REAG can attenuate peaks in a

feedback signal. This would confound the optimization pro-

cedure, which segregates feedback-free signals from feed-

back signals using the relative height of the peaks in the

output. Therefore, the open-ear filter properties are removed

by computing the real-ear insertion gain, which is the differ-

ence between the real-ear aided response and the real-ear

unaided response for the same source signal.

Instead of comparing the measured gain to a feedback-

free reference gain to identify feedback in the frequency-

shaped output, the PHIG method relies on the spectral ripple

generated by the feedback signal in the insertion gain spec-

trum. The PHIG method does this by comparing the inser-

tion gain of each frequency component (in time) to the

insertion gain of its neighboring frequency components

(“sidebands”). In this way, the PHIG method is also sensi-

tive to sub-oscillatory feedback. The sensitivity of the PHIG

method was established using a group of independent judges

who rated the presence of feedback in 145 recordings gener-

ated by seven different hearing aids in a plurality of condi-

tions. The judges also rated the temporal characteristics of

the perceived feedback to create different categories of feed-

back that ranged in severity. The sensitivity of the PHIG

method across the different categories of feedback was then

used to optimize the parameters used for signal analysis.

II. METHODS1

A. Initial device programming

The makes and models of the receiver-in-the-canal (RIC)

hearing aids used in this study are shown in Table II.2 For ini-

tial programming, the hearing aids’ digital feedback suppres-

sion (DFS) and other advanced features (e.g., digital noise

reduction, automatic adaptation, directionality) were disabled.

The gain of each hearing aid was programmed so that the out-

put levels closely matched the prescriptive targets of the
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Desired Sensation Level (DSL) v5.0-adult method (Scollie

et al., 2005) for speech presented at SPLs of 55, 65, and 75 dB

and for tones presented at an SPL of 90 dB. The DSL prescrip-

tive method was selected over other prescriptive methods

because it usually prescribes more high-frequency gain for a

moderate high-frequency hearing loss (Johnson and Dillon,

2011), thereby increasing the likelihood of feedback. DSL pre-

scriptive targets were generated for the N3 standard audiogram

(Bisgaard and Ruff, 2017), which is given in Table III and rep-

resents a moderate high-frequency hearing loss commonly

treated with a RIC hearing aid and a fully or partially open ear

canal. Each hearing aid was programmed in the test box of an

Etymonic Design Inc. Audioscan Verifit 1 (Dorchester, ON,

Canada). Once a hearing aid was programmed to prescriptive

targets, its settings were saved for later retrieval. These settings

constitute the “baseline program.”

B. Audio recordings

After a hearing aid was programmed in the test box, the

DFS was turned back (the other advanced features were left

off) and it was mounted with a medium-sized open dome on

the right ear of a Knowles Electronics Manikin for

Acoustics Research (KEMAR). The KEMAR was equipped

with a Knowles Electronics DB-100 Zwislocki Ear

Simulator (Itasca, IL) connected to the microphone and

amplifier of an Etym�otic Research ER-11 Microphone

System (Elk Grove Village, IL) for KEMAR. The KEMAR

was centered in a double-walled sound booth measuring

2.13 m by 2.44 m and was positioned 1 m away at 0� azi-

muth from a Hafler M5 Reference Monitor (Rockford Corp.,

Tempe, AZ) sound field loudspeaker. The loudspeaker was

used to present a standardized speech stimulus at an SPL of

55 dB when measured directly above the KEMAR pinna—

the position of the hearing aid microphones. This level is

within the range of speech spoken with a soft vocal effort

(Scollie et al., 2005); it was chosen because hearing aids

with nonlinear amplification apply the most gain for low

input levels, thereby increasing the likelihood of feedback.

The speech stimulus consisted of two concatenations of

Etymonic Design Inc.’s (Dorchester, ON, Canada) 15 s “ear

passage” spoken by a male talker, which were preceded and

followed by 0.5 s of silence. The first half of the stimulus

was used to engage the DFS algorithms and give them time

to stabilize; therefore, only the second half of each recording

was used to obtain the subjective ratings and optimize the

PHIG method’s parameters. Audacity open-source software

v2.2.2 (Audacity Team, 2018) was used to simultaneously

present and record the speech stimulus at its native sampling

and bit rates (32 kHz, 24 bits). Using circumaural head-

phones, the experimenter monitored the output of the ER-11

system from outside the booth by splitting the signal and

routing it to an amplifier.

For each hearing aid, the first set of recordings was made

with the baseline program (DFS “off”). If the experimenter

detected audible feedback, the hearing aid gain across all fre-

quencies was decreased in the programming software until it

could no longer be detected. Then, the mid-frequency gain

(1–3 kHz) was increased until feedback was audible. This gain

setting was used to make the first recording. To create condi-

tions that varied in the strength and quality of oscillatory or

sub-oscillatory feedback, up to three subsequent recordings

were made by decreasing the mid-frequency gain by one step in

the programming software. If the programming software had an

option for the step size of the gain adjustments (e.g., 1, 3, or

5 dB), the smallest step size was used. Although not indepen-

dently verified, gain adjustments most often corresponded to

the programming software label “1 dB”. If audible feedback

could not be induced, a recording was made with the mid-

frequency gain set to maximum. Similarly, if audible feedback

could not be eliminated, a recording was made with the mid-

frequency gain set to minimum. Starting with the baseline pro-

gram, this process was repeated a second time for the high-

frequency gain (3–8 kHz) and a third time for both mid- and

high-frequencies combined. DFS was then activated in the pro-

gramming software, and the entire process was repeated with

each change in the DFS strength. Every manufacturer, except

one, allowed DFS strength to be manipulated in the program-

ming software. Recordings were obtained with DFS set to the

minimum, medium, and maximum strengths. For each hearing

aid, up to 48 recordings were possible: 4 DFS settings (includ-

ing “off”) times three frequency band adjustments (mid, high,

midþhigh) � 4 gain settings (gain to induce audible feedback,

plus 3 steps below this value). Across the seven hearing aids,

336 recordings were possible; however, given the availability

of DFS settings in the programming software and given that

there were settings for which feedback could not be eliminated

or induced (thereby, limiting gain to its minimum or maximum

setting, respectively), only 145 recordings were obtained.

C. Subjective ratings

Custom scripts written in MathWorks (Natick, MA)

MATLAB were used to prepare and then present the audio

recordings for subjective ratings. First, the last 15.5 s of

TABLE II. Hearing aid makes and models used in this study.

Make Model

Oticon (Smørum, Denmark) OPN 1

Phonak (St€afa, Switzerland) Audeo B90

ReSound (Ballerup, Denmark) LiNX2 9

Signia (Lynge, Denmark) Pure Binax 7b�
Starkey (Eden Prarie, MN) Halo 2 i2400

Unitron (Kitchener,

ON, Canada)

Flex:Trial (set to TPro)

Widex (Lynge, Denmark) Beyond 440

TABLE III. Audiometric thresholds of the N3 audiogram used for generat-

ing prescriptive targets. The threshold at 8000 Hz was extrapolated to

extend the slope between the 4000 Hz and 6000 Hz thresholds.

Frequency

(Hz)

250 375 500 750 1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 6000 8000

Threshold

(dB HL)

35 35 35 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
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each recording was excised and resampled at 16 kHz since

there was no energy above 8 kHz in the speech stimulus.

The resampled recordings were then processed by a 32-tap

finite impulse response filter to remove the frequency shap-

ing caused by the KEMAR open-ear response—the real-ear

unaided gain (REUG) (this is later shown by the dotted line

in Fig. 7). This was done to avoid cascading the frequency

shaping of the KEMAR ear with the frequency shaping of

the judges’ ears. Finally, the filtered stimuli were scaled to

an SPL of 65 dB for both listening comfort and uniformity.

Using a Lynx Studio Technology, Inc. Lynx TWO-B

(Costa Mesa, CA) sound card and Beyerdynamic DT150

(Heilbronn, Germany) circumaural headphone, the stimuli

were presented in random order to the right ear of 14 expert

judges with clinically normal hearing (�15 dB HL at each

octave frequency from 250 to 8000 Hz). The recordings

were tentatively classified into one of seven categories based

on the presence of feedback and the temporal and tonal

qualities of the feedback. To help train the judges, two audio

examples of each of the seven categories, along with their

text descriptions, were presented before data collection.

Using seven push-buttons on a touchscreen monitor, judges

rated the stimuli according to the descriptions provided in

Table IV. If a judge determined that a stimulus clearly fell

in the Modulated, Weak Continuous Tone, or Strong

Continuous Tone category, they could select the appropriate

option before the stimulus ended and continue. If they

thought a stimulus could fall in the No Feedback,

Infrequent, Occasional, or Intermittent category, they were

instructed to listen to the entire stimulus before rating it.

Despite the training, the ratings for one judge diverged by

almost one category from the modal ratings of the other

judges. The modal rating of the remaining 13 judges was used

to classify each stimulus based on the categories provided dur-

ing the experiment. The categories for “Occasional” and

“Weak Tonal” were collapsed with other categories due to low

counts as shown in Table IV, which resulted in a final total of

five feedback categories: None, Infrequent, Intermittent,

Modulated, and Tonal.

D. The Peak Height Insertion Gain (PHIG) method

An acoustic signature of feedback is a persistent peak in

the insertion gain over a narrow frequency range relative to

the gain of neighboring frequencies. Insertion gain accounts

for the time-varying acoustics of the signal and the invariant

filter effects associated with resonances of the external ear.

Therefore, the PHIG method described below can be applied

to realistic signals and use conditions, including an open

canal configuration. Insertion gain in dB is defined as

G ¼ 20 log
pa

pu

� �
; (1)

where pa is the sound pressure in the aided ear (or ear simu-

lator) and pu is the sound pressure in the unaided ear (or ear

simulator). To help track feedback spikes over the duration

of the stimulus, insertion gain was computed as a function

of time and frequency using the discrete Short Time Fourier

Transform (STFT) of the stimulus in the aided and unaided

conditions.3 Let FðxÞ be the discrete STFT of a time signal

x, sampled with frequency fs, windowed with a Hann win-

dow of size Nw, and with time segments overlapping 50%.4

The result of the STFT is a matrix of complex values repre-

senting Fourier amplitudes, with each row representing a

single time segment and each column representing the fre-

quency bins of the STFT. Since a spectrogram is a plot of

squared magnitudes of the transpose of the STFT, the spec-

trogram function in MATLAB was used to derive the Insertion

Gain Matrix G; which can be expressed as

G ¼ 10 log10 F pað Þ
�� ��2 � 10 log10 F puð Þ

�� ��2: (2)

In this logarithmic form, insertion gain is expressed in deci-

bels. Insertion gain values <0 dB were set to 0 because it

resulted in slightly better performance metrics (see Sec.

III A). Since 8000 Hz was the upper-frequency limit of the

original signal, only the frequency bins of G representing

center frequencies between 200 Hz and 8000 Hz were

selected; all other frequency bins were discarded. The math-

ematical operations described herein are understood to apply

to the elements of the STFT matrix, not the matrix itself.

Therefore, G was computed by subtracting the squared mag-

nitude of the unaided (open) ear signal response from the

corresponding element in the matrix that represented the

squared magnitude of the aided ear signal response.5

The first column in Fig. 1 displays G for stimuli from each

of the five feedback categories.

TABLE IV. Descriptions given to the judges for rating the stimuli using one of seven preliminary categories. The column labeled “Count” shows the number

of stimuli that fell into each category. Due to low counts for the “occasional” and “weak continuous tone” categories, these stimuli were collapsed with the

stimuli from an adjacent category to form the final category classifications shown in the last column.

Description Preliminary Category Count Final Category

No feedback is audible throughout the entire duration No Feedback 49 None

Feedback overtones or tones are brief and occur one to three times Infrequent 16 Infrequent

Feedback overtones or tones are brief and occur four to six times Occasional 6

Feedback overtones or tones are present during the speech and essentially absent during the pauses Intermittent 33 Intermittent

Feedback overtones or tones are present throughout, but the loudness varies as the level of speech changes Modulated 18 Modulated

Feedback is tonal and present throughout, but the speech is generally louder Weak Continuous Tone 4 Tonal

Feedback is tonal and dominates the signal Strong Continuous Tone 19
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The Insertion Gain Matrix G is an m� n matrix. The

ith row represents the ith time segment, and the jth column

represents the jth frequency bin. Feedback is characterized

by a relatively high amount of gain in one or more columns

corresponding to the frequency bins. Therefore, the gain of

each time-frequency bin was compared to the average gain

of the neighboring frequency bins to compute a variable, the

local Peak Height Insertion Gain Hij. Hij was used for the

detection and classification of feedback and was defined as

the difference between the insertion gain of the jth fre-

quency bin and the average insertion gain of the 2 r adjacent

frequency bins (sidebands)

Hij ¼ Gij �
1

2r

Xr

k¼1

Gij�k þ Gijþkð Þ: (3)

Hij was defined only for frequency bins where r< j� n� r.

Figure 2 demonstrates how Hij was computed from the

insertion gains at a given time segment i.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Shown in each

row are representative stimuli from

each of the five feedback categories.

The examples are from the same hear-

ing aid with different settings. (row 1):

“None” with DFS set to maximum,

(row 2): “Infrequent” with DFS set to

medium and gain set to 2 steps down

from audible oscillatory feedback,

(row 3): “Intermittent” with DFS set to

medium and gain set to 1 step down

from audible oscillatory feedback,

(row 4): “Modulated” with DFS set to

minimum, (row 5): “Tonal” with DFS

deactivated. The first column shows

the insertion gain as a function of time

and frequency (note that this is the

transpose of G). Positive insertion gain

is shown in green and negative inser-

tion gain in red. The second column

shows the mean insertion gain across

time as a function of frequency. The

third column shows the mean of Hij

across time as a function of frequency

hHji. The maximum value of hHji is

the Peak Height Insertion Gain P and

is used to determine the presence of

feedback. P is denoted by the asterisk

on each plot in the last column.
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The final step converted the matrix Hij into the Peak

Height Insertion Gain P that was used to classify each stim-

ulus as containing feedback or not:

P ¼ max
1

m

Xm

i¼1

Hij

 !
; (4)

where P is the grand maximum Hij determined over the full

frequency range after averaging across all time frames. The

third column in Fig. 1 shows examples of Hij averaged

across time as a function of frequency. For comparison, the

second column in Fig. 1 shows insertion gain averaged

across time as a function of frequency from which clear

feedback spikes can be seen for the stimuli categorized as

having modulated and tonal feedback. A feedback threshold

criterion c was set to equal the 95th percentile of the P for

the set of stimuli that the judges categorized as having no

feedback (“None” category). This value of c fixed the false-

positive rate at p¼ 0.05. A given stimulus was classified as

containing feedback if P > c. It is important to optimize the

procedure with a relatively small false-positive rate so that a

manufacturer would not be unfairly “punished” if the metric

was used as a standard for benchmarking hearing aid perfor-

mance. In addition, if the metric was used during a routine

hearing aid fitting, a false positive may cause the clinician to

unnecessarily reduce gain.

The values obtained for Hij in Eq. (3), and consequently

for P in Eq. (4), depended on the duration of the Hann win-

dow used to generate G in Eq. (2). The duration of the win-

dow, in turn, depended on its size Nw relative to the

sampling frequency fs of the signal. Since the original

recordings (not the filtered and resampled stimuli used for

the subjective ratings) were used for the PHIG method, fs

was 32 kHz. In addition, Hij and P depended on the range of

the frequency neighborhoods (sidebands) used to compute

the relative height of the peak in each bin. The frequency

range of each sideband was equal to the frequency resolu-

tion of each column in G times the number of columns for r.

Since the frequency resolution depended on Nw, a brute-

force approach was used to find the parameters and methods

of computation that maximized feedback detection while

minimizing false positives. Values of Nw equal to 2x j
x¼ {8, …, 15} were explored, which corresponded to bin

widths ranging from 125 to 1 Hz (all values referring to the

frequency resolution of the bins here and throughout are

rounded to the nearest Hz). Then, for each Nw, Hij, and P
were computed using sideband ranges corresponding to

r¼ 1 to 20.

III. RESULTS

Results are presented in three sections. The first section

presents analyses of Hij averaged across the duration of the

stimulus, known as the global PHIG method. The second

section presents analyses of Hij at spectrally and temporally

local points of the stimulus, known as the local PHIG

method. The third section examines how the global PHIG

method is affected by a mismatch between the open ear

responses that contribute to the aided and unaided output.

A. Global PHIG method

Every stimulus was processed by each combination of

STFT bin width and sideband range. For each combination,

values of P for the stimuli were sorted by feedback category.

Stimuli in the None category were used to establish the

feedback criterion c for each combination, which was then

used to determine the hit rates for the remaining categories.

The color map in Fig. 3 shows c as a function of the STFT

bin width (columns) and sideband range (rows). As shown

in the figure, the values of c displayed a decreasing trend as

bin width increased from 1 to 31 Hz. This occurred because

the feedback signals were concentrated over a very narrow

frequency range; so, as the bin widths of the frequency

FIG. 2. (Color online) Demonstration of how Hij was computed from the

insertion gain at a given time segment i. Shown is the insertion gain

between 3 kHz and 6 kHz for a signal with tonal feedback. The insertion

gain for the frequency of interest Gij is shown in blue. Show in red are the

sidebands, which are comprised of two frequency bins (i.e., sideband range

r¼ 2) below (Gij�2, Gij�1) and above (Gijþ1, Gijþ2) the frequency of

interest.

FIG. 3. (Color online) For each bin width and sideband range r (number of

bins) combination, the feedback criterion c in dB is shown. Values of c
closer to zero are shown in blue and values of c closer to 20 dB are shown

in yellow.
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analysis windows increased to include more off-peak fre-

quencies, the overall energy in the window with the feed-

back signal decreased. The values of c increased for the

63 Hz and 125 Hz bin widths because the frequency analysis

windows were likely wide enough to capture tonal effects

produced by the primary feedback signal at nearby frequen-

cies. The values of c also increased slightly as the sideband

range increased because they included more frequencies

away from the feedback signal for bin widths <¼31 Hz, and

more frequencies away from the feedback overtones for bin

widths >¼63 Hz.

Using the same format as Fig. 3, the color map in Fig. 4

indicates the hit rates for each feedback category. Figure

4(a) shows that the PHIG method was robust at detecting

tonal feedback: The hit rate for most combinations of bin

width and sideband range was 1.0 except for the combina-

tions where bin width and sideband range were both low

and both high. This occurred because the insertion gain for

the feedback signal was so high for these cases (see Fig. 1)

that normalizing it relative to its neighboring frequencies

added no new information for detection. Figure 4(b) indi-

cates that hit rates for modulated feedback generally

FIG. 4. (Color online) In each panel, the hit rates by bin width and sideband range are shown for the different feedback categories. Hit rates closer to zero

are shown in blue and hit rates closer to one are shown in yellow. The red asterisk in each panel corresponds to the combination of bin width and sideband

range r that generated the highest grand total hit rate (bottom-center panel).
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increased as the bin width increased up to 31 Hz and 63 Hz,

where hit rates were equal to 1.0 across a wide range of side-

band ranges. Unlike tonal and modulated feedback, Figure

4(c) shows that hit rates for intermittent feedback never

reached 1.0. Hit rates for intermittent feedback were highest

for bin widths between 8 Hz and 31 Hz, and the maximum

hit rate (0.94) was achieved only with a bin width of 31 Hz

and a sideband range of r¼ 2. Not surprisingly, hit rates for

infrequent feedback were lowest among the feedback cate-

gories as indicated by Fig. 4(d). Hit rates for infrequent

feedback were generally highest for the 31 Hz bin width,

where the maximum hit rate (0.50) was achieved with a

sideband range of r¼ 2. This is the same combination that

achieved the maximum hit rate for intermittent feedback.

Given that the hit rates for tonal and modulated feedback

were less dependent on precise combinations of bin width

and sideband range, the “Grand Total” hit rates shown in

Fig. 4(e) (the weighted average hit rates) were influenced

more by the pattern of results for intermittent and infrequent

feedback. Therefore, the maximum grand total hit rate

(0.86) also occurred with a bin width of 31 Hz and a side-

band range r¼ 2. This combination represents the optimized

parameters and is denoted by the red asterisks in each panel

shown in Fig. 4.

Using the optimized parameters (bin width¼ 31 Hz and

sideband range r¼ 2), the distributions of P for each feed-

back category were computed. The distributions of P are

shown in Fig. 5. The solid line corresponds to the 95th

percentile of P for stimuli in the None category. Stimuli

with P exceeding this line (c¼ 5.2 dB) were identified as

containing feedback. For reference, the dashed line corre-

sponds to the 100th percentile of P for the stimuli in the

None category (c¼ 7.4 dB). From the figure, it can be seen

that the distribution of P for stimuli with infrequent feed-

back encompassed the range of P for stimuli with no feed-

back. The distribution of P progressively increased for

stimuli with intermittent, modulated, and tonal feedback.

Table V provides the descriptive statistics of P for each

category.

B. Local PHIG method

As indicated by Figs. 4 and 5, the PHIG method for

detecting and identifying specific feedback categories was

poorer at detecting less persistent—and possibly sub-

oscillatory—feedback (infrequent and intermittent) com-

pared to persistent oscillatory feedback (modulated and

tonal). This outcome is not surprising because the global

PHIG method averages the local peak height insertion gain,

Hij, across the duration of the stimulus so that the average

gain of the frequency component containing a brief feed-

back signal is relatively low. Therefore, while the presence

of a very brief feedback signal in a stimulus might be detect-

able to a human listener, the global PHIG method is less

likely to separate it from other stimuli containing no feed-

back. The local PHIG method was specifically developed to

detect the stimuli missed by the global PHIG method by

focusing on the spectrally and temporally local values

of Hij.

The basic concept behind the local PHIG method was

to find the individual time-frequency tiles with oscillatory or

sub-oscillatory feedback that caused the judges to classify a

given stimulus as containing feedback. In addition to bin

width and sideband range, the local PHIG method required

an additional parameter in the optimization procedure. For

each bin width and sideband range combination, a local

threshold k had to be determined for deciding when a time-

frequency tile should be classified as containing feedback:

Hm;n > k. Based on a preliminary analysis, a range of

k¼ 10.5 dB to 50 dB in 0.5 dB steps was explored for each

bin width and sideband range combination. For each of the

12 800 permutations of parameter values (8 bin widths � 20

sideband ranges � 80 threshold values), the proportion of

time-frequency tiles identified as containing feedback was

computed as the decision variable p. Just as with the global

FIG. 5. (Color online) For each feedback category, the distribution of P is

shown by the colored data points. The solid line corresponds to the 95th

percentile of P for stimuli with no feedback (“None”). Stimuli with P
exceeding this line are identified as containing feedback. For reference, the

dashed line corresponds to the 100th percentile of the stimuli in the “None”

category. The data points above the solid line in the None category corre-

spond to false positives. The cases identified as containing feedback based

on the local PHIG method (see section titled “Local PHIG Method”) are

shown by the filled data points.

TABLE V. Descriptive statistics of P in dB, for the different feedback

categories.

Feedback Category N Mean SD Min Max

None 49 4.4 0.7 3.2 7.4

Infrequent 22 5.2 0.9 3.7 7.1

Intermittent 33 6.4 1.4 3.5 9.4

Modulated 18 10.0 3.1 5.2 15.7

Tonal 23 19.9 4.6 11.4 26.5
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PHIG method, the criteria c for calculating hit rates were set

to equal the 95th percentile of the p values obtained from

the None category.

Using all the stimuli from the None category and the sub-

set of stimuli with feedback that were missed by the global

PHIG method (N¼ 13; intermittent¼ 2; infrequent¼ 11), the

highest total hit rate among all values of k was determined for

each combination of bin width and sideband range. For each

combination of bin width and sideband range, the color map

in Fig. 6(a) shows the total hit rates for the subset of stimuli

and the text shows the optimized values of k. The combina-

tion that led to the highest total hit rate (0.77) was bin

width¼ 2 Hz, sideband range r¼ 3, and local threshold

k¼ 35.5 dB. For this particular combination, the 95th percen-

tile of the stimuli in the None category (the criterion c) was

44 tiles out of 3991 frequency bins times 59 time segments or

p¼ 0.022%. Table VI shows the hit rates for each feedback

category when computed with the global PHIG method and

when this method was followed by the local PHIG method.

With the addition of the local PHIG method, the grand total

hit rate improved from 0.86 to 0.95, and the hit rate for stim-

uli with intermittent feedback improved to 1.0. Figure 5

shows that the stimuli classified as containing feedback (filled

data points) using the optimized parameters for the local

PHIG method were almost exclusive of the stimuli classified

by the global PHIG method (open data points above the solid

line). Interestingly, very few stimuli with persistent feedback

(modulated and tonal) were detected with the local PHIG

method using this particular set of parameters (see

Discussion).

For comparison, Fig. 6(b) shows the grand total hit rates

and optimized values of k when the full set of stimuli was

analyzed by the local PHIG method. This figure indicates

that the local PHIG method by itself did not perform as well

as the global PHIG method [cf. Fig. 4(e)] and that the opti-

mized parameters depended on whether the full set or a sub-

set of stimuli were being analyzed [cf. Fig. 6(a)].

C. Simulations of mismatched REUGs

Since the REUG is not typically measured in routine

clinical practice, we investigated whether a stored, age-

corrected, or other standard REUG can be used in place of a

patient’s actual REUG. More specifically, we evaluated the

efficacy of the PHIG method when there is a mismatch

between the contribution of the ear canal resonance to the

REAR, pa in Eq. (1), and the contribution of the ear canal

resonance to the REUR, pu in Eq. (1). As shown in Fig. 7,

individual ear responses were simulated from the open-ear

response measured in KEMAR. First, the KEMAR REUG

used in this study (dotted lines) was subtracted from the

REAR of each stimulus to create a KEMAR-removed

REAR for each one. Then, the KEMAR REUG was circu-

larly shifted by –1000 Hz to þ4000 Hz, which moved the

resonant peak from 2400 Hz down to 1400 Hz and up to

6400 Hz (thin solid lines). These simulations represent the

REUGs of adults with longer ear canals and infants with

shorter ear canals, respectively. The thick solid line in each

panel in Fig. 7 shows the mismatch between the KEMAR

and simulated REUGs. Finally, the simulated REUGs were

added back to the KEMAR-removed REAR of each

FIG. 6. (Color online) Using the same color map as Fig. 3, the grand total hit rates by bin width and sideband range as shown for the local PHIG method: (a)

corresponds to analyses conducted only on the subset of stimuli missed by the global PHIG method, (b) corresponds to analyses conducted on the full set of

stimuli. The numbers in each cell correspond to the optimized values for the local threshold k. In cases where multiple values of k corresponded to the maxi-

mum hit rate for a given combination of bin width and sideband range, the lowest value of k is shown.

TABLE VI. For each feedback category, the hit rate is shown for the opti-

mized parameters using the global PHIG method and when these results

were combined with the optimized parameters using the local PHIG

method. The false-positive rate for each method was nominally set at 0.05.

Feedback Category Global hit rate Local hit rate

Infrequent 0.50 0.77

Intermittent 0.94 1.00

Modulated 1.00 1.00

Tonal 1.00 1.00

Grand Total 0.86 0.95
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stimulus to create a modified REAR for each one. The

KEMAR REUR from the original study was subtracted

from these modified REARs to compute the Insertion Gain

Matrix G for the global PHIG method.

Using the optimized parameters for the global PHIG

method (bin width¼ 31 Hz, sideband range r¼ 2; criterion

c¼ 5.2 dB), G was computed for the stimuli with mis-

matched open-ear responses for the REAR and REUR. On

average, across all stimuli and simulations, the absolute dif-

ference between the original values for P and the new values

for P was 0.05 dB for frequency shifts between –1000 Hz

and þ3000 Hz and was 0.18 dB for the þ4000 Hz frequency

shift. As such, the false-positive rate remained unchanged

for all frequency shifts, except for the þ4000 frequency shift

where it increased to 0.16. Due to the slightly higher values

of P for the þ4000 Hz frequency shift, the hit rate for infre-

quent feedback increased to 0.55. However, due to the

increased false-positive rate, this condition will not be con-

sidered further. Table VII shows that the hit rates for the

modulated and the tonal feedback categories were unaf-

fected when the simulated resonant peak was shifted from

�1000 Hz to þ3000 Hz. The hit rates for the infrequent and

intermittent feedback categories varied slightly but essen-

tially remained unchanged. These simulations show that a

FIG. 7. Simulated open-ear responses (thin solid lines) of the stimuli compared to the KEMAR open-ear response from which the insertion gains were

derived (dotted line). The thick solid lines represent the mismatch between the real and simulated responses. These were added to the real-ear aided

responses of the stimuli to show the effects of computing G from individual ear responses that differ from a fixed reference response. The panels correspond

to different frequency shifts of the KEMAR open-ear response that generated the simulated individual ear responses: (a) –1000 Hz, (b) þ1000 Hz, (c)

þ2000 Hz, (d) þ3000 Hz, and (e) þ4000 Hz.
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generic open-ear response can be used when computing P
from a single REAR measurement in the clinic. Infants and

young children have shorter ear canals, which creates a

high-frequency resonant peak in their open-ear response.

Therefore, an age-corrected REUR could be applied to the

generic open-ear response from KEMAR to improve the

accuracy of the PHIG method. Given the parameters used to

compute PHIG in these simulations, the changes to the

insertion gains due to a mismatched open-ear response were

much more gradual than the narrow frequency range over

which Hij was computed. Therefore, the global PHIG

method was robust in the face of broad discrepancies

between the actual and simulated open-ear responses. For

this reason, the local PHIG method, which was optimized

using an even smaller bin width, is also expected to be unaf-

fected by a mismatch between open-ear responses.

IV. DISCUSSION

The Peak Height Insertion Gain (PHIG) method is an

advancement over previous methods developed for objec-

tively detecting when hearing aid output is contaminated by

feedback. As noted in the Introduction and the summary in

Table I, compared to other methods, the PHIG method

makes fewer restrictions on the nature of the input signal

and on how the hearing aid is programmed. The PHIG

method is also computationally simple because it requires

only a single measurement of the hearing aid output. In

addition to these technical details, the stimuli used to opti-

mize the PHIG method have been quantified using a group

of independent judges. This is the first method that has been

established using a formal subjective listening test and per-

ceptual judgments from individuals other than the study

authors. Using the ratings from the judges in our study, the

PHIG method has been documented to have high sensitivity

and specificity across a variety of feedback categories rang-

ing in severity. Two of the categories, tonal and modulated,

have clear attributes of oscillatory feedback as indicated

from their descriptions in Table IV. The PHIG method was

the most robust for these categories, as indicated by hit rates

at or near ceiling across a wide range of parameter combina-

tions in Fig. 4. The other two categories, intermittent and

infrequent, most closely correspond to MacIntosh and

Cornelisse’s (2018) intermittent and sub-oscillatory catego-

ries. No attempt was made in the work presented here to

identify sub-oscillatory feedback as such, other than to give

judges the option for flagging stimuli as having “feedback

overtones”. While perceptual attributes were not the focus

of this study, this is the first work to identify the characteris-

tics of feedback with labels that have been established using

a group of judges. A more exhaustive investigation of this

topic may reveal more descriptive and reliable labels.

Another advancement of the PHIG method over previ-

ously reported methods is that the signal analysis parameters

for its computation have been optimized using performance

metrics derived from perceptual judgments. Perhaps the

most important parameter when analyzing feedback is the

size of the FFT bin width. If the bin width is too wide, then

less intense feedback spikes may be missed since the analy-

sis bin will contain energy from frequencies where there is

no feedback and/or the energy in the feedback spikes may

be canceled out when summed with the spectral valleys that

result from the destructive interference by the out-of-phase

components in the feedback signal. If the bin width is too

narrow, then a method that averages across time may miss a

feedback signal that changes frequency as a by-product of

the DFS and/or a dynamic feedback path. Most of the meth-

ods listed in Table I used a 16 kHz sampling rate and 256-

point FFT, which corresponds to a 63 Hz bin width. One

exception is Freed and Soli (2006), who used a 24 kHz sam-

pling rate and 1024-point FFT, which corresponds to a

23 Hz bin width. Interestingly, the optimal bin width for the

global PHIG method was determined to be 31 Hz (32 kHz

sampling frequency, 1024-point FFT), which falls within the

range of values that have been used in the past.

The optimal sideband range when computing Hij

depends on the likelihood that the sidebands are wide

enough to capture some of the low-amplitude portions of the

valleys adjacent to the peaks in the rippled spectrum

because this will lead to the largest values of Hij. The den-

sity of the spectral ripple depends on the throughput delay in

the hearing aid, which ranged from 2 to 7 ms for the manu-

facturers used in this study (Alexander, 2016), plus the

travel delay back through the feedback path, which is

around 0.17 ms according to MacIntosh and Cornelisse

(2018). These values for the combined delay lead to a sepa-

ration of 70–230 Hz between adjacent spectral peaks and

valleys. The optimal sideband range for a 31 Hz bin width

was found to be r¼ 2, which corresponds to a frequency

range for the sideband of 63 Hz. While this value does not

fall within the values expected based on time delays, it

should be noted that a wide range of values of r led to hit

TABLE VII. For each feedback category, the hit rate for the global PHIG method is shown when the resonance peak of the output response (REAR) was

shifted –1000 Hz to þ4000 Hz to create a mismatch with the reference open-ear response (REUR). Except for the þ4000 Hz condition, the false-positive

rate was unaffected by the mismatched responses and remained equal to 0.05.

Feedback Category Matched �1000 Hz þ1000 Hz þ2000 Hz þ3000 Hz þ4000 Hz

Infrequent 0.50 0.41 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.55

Intermittent 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

Modulated 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Tonal 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Grand Total 0.86 0.83 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.88
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rates of 1.0 for modulated and tonal feedback. Recall that

the optimized parameters for the global PHIG method were

determined mainly by the intermittent and infrequent feed-

back categories, which may have a more complex frequency

response given the less frequent and less intense feedback,

including sub-oscillatory feedback.

To increase the hit rate for the intermittent and infre-

quent feedback categories, a secondary method, the local

PHIG method, was implemented. Note that the PHIG

method is a time-segmented analysis like the modified TVC

method proposed by Spriet and colleagues (Spriet et al.,
2008, 2009, 2010; Madhu et al., 2011). Whereas Spriet and

colleagues computed the maximum TVC as a function of

time, the global PHIG method computed P as a function of

frequency. Averaging Hij across time leads to a metric (P)

that is more sensitive to persistent feedback at localized fre-

quencies; however, it loses temporal specificity that may be

needed to detect less frequent feedback. Hence, the local

PHIG method did not average across time or frequency.

Interestingly, the local PHIG method led to different opti-

mized parameters depending on whether only the misses

from the global PHIG method were analyzed [Fig. 6(a)] or if

all the stimuli were analyzed [Fig. 6(b)]. Whereas the opti-

mized parameters for the misses (mostly infrequent and

intermittent feedback) were spectrally localized (2 Hz,

r¼ 3), the optimized parameters for the full pool were

broader (8 Hz, r¼ 18 and r¼ 19). Very few stimuli with per-

sistent feedback (modulated and tonal) were detected with

the local PHIG method using the parameters that optimized

the detection of the infrequent and intermittent feedback

because the sidebands were so narrow (66 Hz) that they

likely included the feedback spike, thereby resulting in a

small value for Hij. Perhaps, the spectrally localized parame-

ters picked up on time segments in the stimuli with infre-

quent and intermittent feedback where the DFS erred and

injected a brief tonal signal, different from oscillatory feed-

back—a condition known as entrainment. This explanation

is plausible considering that the optimized threshold was

k¼ 35.5 dB for the local PHIG method compared to

c¼ 5.2 dB for the global PHIG method. With this amount of

relative insertion gain, a short-duration tone would have cer-

tainly been audible to the normal-hearing judges. Another

reason for the significant increase in the threshold between

the two methods is likely that individual time-frequency

bins without feedback or entrainment contain spurious fluc-

tuations that increase the value of Hij. When computed over

time as with the global PHIG method, this “noise” is aver-

aged out. This explanation was also offered in the

Introduction for why the TVC threshold for instability was

5 dB when averaged over time by Shin et al. (2007) com-

pared to 20 dB when analyzed at individual time segments

by Spriet and colleagues (Spriet et al., 2008, 2009, 2010;

Madhu et al., 2011).

Whereas previous feedback detection metrics, like PCR

and TVC, informally established criterion values that speci-

fied when a hearing aid was considered to be in oscillatory

feedback and in sub-oscillatory feedback, criterion values

for the PHIG method have been established using perceptual

judgments. As indicated by the descriptive statistics of P for

each feedback category in Table V and the data in Fig. 5, P
increases with the severity of the category; however, there is

a lot of overlap between categories. Interestingly, there is a

break in the values for P around 10 dB between the infre-

quent/intermittent feedback categories and the modulated/

tonal feedback categories. As noted earlier, the former cate-

gories may be considered to include sub-oscillatory and

intermittent feedback, while the latter categories may be

considered to be oscillatory feedback only. Considering that

a feedback criterion of c¼ 5.2 dB has been established for

identifying stimuli as containing feedback, these values are

very close to the values informally established by Shin et al.
(2007) for the TVC method. The TVC method is conceptu-

ally similar to the PHIG method in that the TVC corre-

sponds to the maximum peak or valley of the spectral ripple

across frequency. Stimuli with TVC< 5 dB were classified

as having no feedback, stimuli with TVC� 5 dB and

<10 dB were classified as having sub-oscillatory feedback,

and stimuli with TVC� 10 dB were classified as having

oscillatory feedback. Values for P can also be used infor-

mally in a clinic setting to grade the severity of feedback

into these broad categories.

As noted in the Introduction, the PHIG method was

designed to address two primary needs. The first need is a

non-intrusive, objective method that establishes the maxi-

mum stable gain before feedback in a formal technical spec-

ification of feedback suppression measurements in hearing

aids. This information can inform clinicians of the expected

audiometric fitting range of a particular hearing aid in actual

use conditions. Another need addressed by the PHIG

method is an early warning for clinicians that a hearing aid

is in sub-oscillatory feedback or on the verge of oscillatory

feedback. Given that the PHIG method was established

using a speech stimulus, it is compatible with routine clini-

cal practice since speech or a speech-like stimulus is often

used in situ to fit a hearing aid to prescriptive targets. That

is, the PHIG method would not require any additional mea-

surements other than the open-ear response or REUG.

However, simulations showed that the sensitivity of the

PHIG method should be unaffected when a generic or an

age-corrected open-ear response is used to compute P from

a single measurement of the REAR in the clinic.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The PHIG method was established using a single male

talker with an average pitch of 191 Hz, which could slightly

bias the metric since different talkers have different short-

time spectra that could influence the likelihood of feedback

and possibly its detection. Specifically, a talker with a differ-

ent pitch could influence the optimized parameters for the

infrequent and intermittent feedback categories because the

maximum sensitivity of the PHIG method for these catego-

ries was tied to a specific combination of bin width and side-

band range. For example, a talker with a lower pitch could
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influence how the rippled frequency response of the feed-

back transfer function interacts with the more closely spaced

harmonics of the source signal. In this case, the insertion

gain of the sidebands could increase relative to the peak so

that a narrower bin width (e.g.,16 Hz instead of 31 Hz)

would be necessary to optimize feedback detection. Future

work should investigate whether the parameters of the PHIG

method need to be re-optimized if a different talker is used

for the standard. However, it is not expected that other dif-

ferences between talkers will influence feedback detection

with the PHIG method since the overall structure of speech

is similar across talkers. For example, resonances associated

with different vocal tract lengths manifest as shifts in the

formant frequencies; and it has been shown in Fig. 7 that the

PHIG method is robust when broad filter resonances are

shifted up and down.

Another potential limitation is that the PHIG method

was established using a single audiogram. Like with differ-

ent talkers, the concern is not that some audiograms will

increase the likelihood of feedback or change the feedback

frequencies. Instead, the concern is that some audiograms

will influence the detectability of feedback using the PHIG

method by changing the relationship between the insertion

gain of a peak and its sidebands. For example, more severe

hearing losses require higher compression ratios, which flat-

ten the spectral shape across frequency, especially as the

number of independent channels increases and the duration

of the compression time constants decreases (e.g.,

Alexander and Masterson, 2015). However, the optimized

parameters of the global PHIG method encompass a 156 Hz

range (the 31 Hz wide bin corresponding to the peak and the

two bins above and below it), which is much narrower than

typical hearing aid channels. Therefore, differences in com-

pression parameters are not expected to influence the sensi-

tivity of the PHIG method.

The PHIG method parameters were optimized with all

advanced signal processing features in the hearing aids

deactivated in the programming software, except the DFS.

(It should be acknowledged that some manufacturers do not

allow the clinician to completely turn off certain features).

However, during a fitting, hearing aids are programmed

with the features set as the patient will use them outside of

the clinic. It is possible that certain hearing aid features,

such as noise reduction, post-filtering, multiband direction-

ality, and frequency lowering, could influence the sensitivity

of the PHIG method. As noted in the previous paragraph,

the PHIG method will be influenced to the extent that these

signal processing features alter the insertion gain over a

very narrow frequency range. While this study has shown

that the PHIG method is sensitive to a wide variety of DFS

methods and core signal processing schemes, these ques-

tions will need to be addressed by future research.

Another area of future research is the validation of the

optimized PHIG parameters. To do this, novel stimuli pro-

duced from additional recordings would first be classified by

the PHIG method and then compared to the ratings of

human judges. As noted in the preceding paragraphs,

validation could be extended to include different talkers, dif-

ferent audiograms, and activation of various hearing aid

features.

Finally, as noted by others (e.g., Freed and Soli, 2006;

Spriet et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Madhu et al., 2011), there are

limitations inherent to DFS performance metrics regarding

how well they address all aspects of a hearing aid’s DFS.

Every objective or subjective method that simply quantifies

the presence or the amount of feedback in a hearing aid fails

to consider other factors that may affect how a patient experi-

ences the effects of the DFS in everyday scenarios. For exam-

ple, a DFS algorithm might be highly resistant to oscillatory

feedback; however, this might come at the expense of gain

reduction and poor sound quality resulting from sub-

oscillatory feedback or entrainment from tonal, signals such

as music. In other words, a determination of how well a hear-

ing aid eliminates feedback by applying a non-intrusive,

objective method like the PHIG method is only the first step

in the overall evaluation of the DFS performance.
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APPENDIX

Uncertainty analysis

Standard and expanded (k¼ 2) uncertainties for the

measured P values discussed herein were determined by

applying published guidelines for evaluating uncertainties

(Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994). A type A standard uncertainty

component was determined for the aided ear measurements

by pooling the variances of results obtained for aids pro-

grammed to create a representative aided ear stimulus sam-

ple for each of the five different categories of feedback

(None, Infrequent, Intermittent, Modulated, Tonal). Data

were acquired for ten trials of each of the five representative

aided ear stimulus samples and used with a single unaided

ear sample to provide a total of 50 values for P. These val-

ues were used to determine the standard uncertainty for the

aided ear measurements by pooling the variances calculated

for the five samples. A type A standard uncertainty compo-

nent was also determined for the unaided ear measurements

by pooling the variances of the results obtained using a sin-

gle trial for each of the five representative aided ear stimulus

samples. These five separate samples were used with ten tri-

als of the unaided ear to provide another set of 50 values for
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P. These values were used to determine the standard uncer-

tainty for the unaided ear measurements by pooling the var-

iances calculated for the five samples. In addition, a type B

standard uncertainty component was determined for the lin-

earity of the measurement system from input–output data

acquired using sinusoidal test signals over a 60 dB range at

200, 1000, and 8000 Hz. These measurement data were used

to estimate the limits of a rectangular probability distribu-

tion chosen to model deviations from linear behavior. The

standard uncertainty component for the linearity of the mea-

surement system was determined from this distribution.

These three standard uncertainty components were com-

bined using the root-sum-squared method to determine a

combined standard uncertainty and an expanded (k¼ 2)

uncertainty. Values for all of these uncertainties are pro-

vided in Table VIII.

1The hearing-aid programming, the acquisition of audio recordings and

subjective ratings, and the data analysis (except for the uncertainty analy-

sis) for the results reported herein were completed at the Experimental

Amplification Research (EAR) Laboratory of the Purdue University

Department of Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences (IRB Protocol

#1406014978). None of the work completed at Purdue was either con-

ducted or supported by NIST. Preliminary development of the PHIG

method was done with audio recordings made of hearing aids in place on

a KEMAR manikin at NIST, and with computational analysis of this

audio measurement data carried out jointly by NIST and SoundsGood

Labs (Burlington, ON, Canada) and discussed in meetings of Working

Group S3/WG48, Hearing Aids, and its Hearing Aid Digital Feedback

Suppression Subgroup. This working group was established by

Accredited Standards Committee S3, Bioacoustics, which is administered

by the Acoustical Society of America and accredited by the American

National Standards Institute.
2Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in

this paper in order to specify the experimental procedure adequately.

Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorse-

ment by NIST, nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment

identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
3Note that feedback detection could be considered a subset of the general

problem of tone detection in noise. A rich set of literature exists for this

problem, especially in psychophysics, for which the Theory of Signal

Detection was developed (e.g., Green, 1958; Green et al., 1959; Green

and Swets, 1966; Swets et al., 1959). Relevant to our methods, So et al.
(1999) demonstrate that the discrete Fourier transform with periodogram

spectral averaging is an optimal tone detector in white noise because the

random fluctuations in amplitude and phase in the noise cancel over time.

However, the general problem becomes more complicated when trying to

detect a feedback tone against a speech background instead of noise.

Therefore, alternative approaches that rely on the side effects caused by

feedback may be necessary. The proposed method differs from classic

tone detection approaches because it exploits the low amplitude valley in

the spectral ripple (sidebands to the peaks) caused by the interaction of

the feedback signal with the direct signal. In fact, the depth of the valleys

could be used to help detect the presence of feedback: the TVC method of

Shin et al. (2007) is equal to the maximum absolute value of the peaks

and valleys. We explored several variants of our proposed method that

explicitly considered the depths of the valleys, including the maximum

absolute difference between a frequency component (e.g., a valley) and

its sidebands (e.g., a peak), the peak-to-valley ratio (the minimum value

in the sidebands), and cepstral analysis to quantify the depth of the modu-

lations (ripples) in the periodogram. None of these variants demonstrated

as high a sensitivity as the PHIG method, so they were not considered

further.
4In the frequency domain, window shapes are characterized by the width

of the mainlobe and the relative level of the side lobes (e.g., Harris, 1978;

Kaiser and Schafer, 1980). In theory, different window shapes and overlap

methods could influence the insertion gain of a peak relative to its side-

bands. Therefore, until the effects of different window shapes can be

determined, it is recommended that the methodology adopted in the pre-

sent work (Hann window with 50% overlap) be used when applying the

PHIG method.
5To minimize the computational complexity of the PHIG method, no

attempt was made to compensate for the throughput delay of the hearing

aid before subtracting the magnitude spectrograms. Alexander (2016)

documented that the throughput delay of hearing aids produced by the

manufacturers of the hearing aids used in this study ranged from 2 to 7 ms.

Measurements from the most recent products from these manufacturers

confirm that these delays have not changed considerably over the years.

Because these delays are relatively short compared to the temporal smooth-

ing used in the magnitude spectrograms, we do not expect the performance

of the PHIG method to significantly improve if the effects of delay are

compensated. In addition, compensating for the hearing aid delay would

create delays in the other direction between the part of the aided response

that comes from the direct path through the open ear canal.
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